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Manipulation and Compositing 
of MC-DCT Compressed Video 

Shih-Fu  Chang, Member, IEEE, and  David 

Abstract- Many  advanced  video  applications require manip- 
ulations of compressed  video  signals. Popular video manipu- 
lation  functions  include overlap (opaque or semitransparent), 
translation, scaling, linear filtering, rotation, and pixel  mul- 
tiplication. In this paper, we propose algorithms to manipu- 
late compressed  video  in the compressed  domain.  Specifically, 
we focus on  compression algorithms using the discrete  cosine 
transform (DCT)  with or without  motion  compensation (MC). 
Compression  systems of such kind include JPEG, motion  JPEG, 
MPEG, and H.261. We derive a  complete set of algorithms for all 
aforementioned manipulation functions in  the transform domain, 
in  which  video  signals are represented by quantized transform 
coefficients.  Due to a  much  lower data rate  and the elimination 
of decompressiodcompression conversion, the transform-domain 
approach has great potential  in reducing the computational com- 
plexity.  The actual computational speedup  depends  on the specific 
manipulation functions and  the compression  characteristics:  of the 
input video,  such as the compression rate and the nonzero  motion 
vector  percentage. The proposed  techniques can be  applied to 
general orthogonal transforms, such as discrete trigonometric 
transform. For compression  systems incorporating MC (such as 
MPEG), we propose  a  new  decoding algorithm to reconstruct 
the video in the transform domain and then perform the desired 
manipulations  in the transform domain. The same technique can 
be applied to efficient  video  banscoding (e.g., from MPEG to 
JPEG) with  minimal  decoding. 

A 
I. INTRODUCTION 

DVANCED video services have emerged as a focus of 
interest as the technologies of digital signal processing, 

VLSI, and broadband networks  advance.  Examples of such 
services include multipoint video  conferencing, interactive 
networked video, video editing/publishing, and  advanced  mul- 
timedia workstations. Usually. video signals are compressed 
when transmitted over networks or stored in databases. After 
video signals are compressed, there are still many situations 
where further manipulations of such  compressed video are 
needed. For example, in a multipoint video conferencing, 
multiple compressed video sources may  need to be  manip- 
ulated and cornposited wilhin the network at the so-called 
video bridge [26]. Fig. I shows a typical video  conferencing 
scene; in  which input video signals  are arbitrarily manipulated 
(e.g., scaled to arbitrary size, translated to arbitrary locations) 
and composikd into a single  output video sequence. Typical 
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Fig. 1.  A typical composited scene in the multi-point video  conferencing 
application.  (Scene I).  

video manipulation functions include translation (block-wise 
or pixel-wise), scaling. linear filtcring, rotation, overlapping 
(opaque or semi-transparent),'  and pixel multiplication. Many 
applications require only a subset of these  features. 

There are two  possible  ways to manipulate  compressed 
video. The first  approach fully decodes each compressed 
input video and then manipulates them  in the spatial do- 
main [26]. The output video needs to be  reencoded again 
if the compressed  format  is  required. Alternatively, we can 
derive  equivalent manipulation algorithms in the compressed 
domain  and rnanipulatc compressed video directly in the 
compressed domain [4]-[6], [ 3 2 ] .  Due to a much  lower data 
rate and the removal  of the unnecessary decodingktding 
pair, the compressed-domain approach has great potential 
in reducing the computational complexity. In addition, ma- 
nipulation in the compressed  domain provides the flexibil- 
ity to accommodate  dynamic resources and heterogeneous 
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Users with low-end 
computing/communicalion resources can  process the signal 
components with the highest significance only (e.g.. lower 
d e r  DCT coefficients. or lower  bands i n  subband  coding) to 
maintain as high video quality as possible within the resource 
limit.  This prioritized significance of signal components  is not 
available  in the uncompressed  domain. 

This  paper  shows that many video manipulation functions 
can  be  performed in the compressed  domain  more efticiently 
(i.e., with less computations) than  in thc uncompressed do- 
main. This statement is particularly true when both input 
and output video  signals need to be compressed, as in  the 

'By semitransparent overlapping. wc nlcan that the hackground  image 
pixels are partly  seen through the foreground irnagc pixels (e.g., fade-in  and 
fade-out special effects). 
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case of network  video  compositing. We focus  on  the  motion 
compensated  discrete  cosine  transform  (MC-DCT)  format, 
which 1s widely  used in many imagehide0 compression  stan- 
dards (e.& H.261, MPEG, HDTV 121, [13], [16], [35]).  In 
specific, we derive  one  set of algorithms  to  perform all 
abovc mentioned manipulations in the transform  domain, in 
which video signals are  represented by transform  coefficients 
(such as quantized DCT coefficients) [5]. Our derivations 
are based  on the  linearity of the  manipulation  functions and 
the orthogonality of the transform  algorithms.  The  proposed 
techniques  can  be  applied  to  general  orthogonal  transform 
coding  algorithms,  such  as  discrete  sine  transform (DST) and 
DFT. 

For the case  where  MC  is  incorporated (such as MPEG 
and H.261), we will  discuss  the  obstacles  preventing  the 
MC-domain  manipulation [4]. To avoid  these difficulties, we 
propose a new decoding  technique to convert  the  MC-DCT 
video  to the DCT  domain  and  then  perform  desired  manipu- 
lation functions in thc DCT domain.  The  same  approach  can 
be applied to efficient  video  transcoding (e.g., from  MPEG to 
JPEG) with  minimal  decoding. 

There is  some independent  related work. Smith and Rowc 
studied a subset of manipulation  functions in the  DCT  domain 
1321, such as linear  combination and pixel  multiplication. 
However, they  used a  coefficient  mapping  approach  without 
deriving  underlying  mathematical  Iormulae.  Based on a little 
different  derivations, Lee and  Lee  derived  the  transform- 
domain filtcring algorithms  and  proposed  a  pipelined  hardware 
architecture 1211. Martucci  derived the symmetrical  convo- 
lution  routines  for  the  discrete  trigonometric  transform [36]. 
The  concept uf compressed-domain  manipulation can also be 
applied to other  compression  algorithms,  such as subhand 
coding.  Lee and  Woods proposed  some  subband-domain al- 
gorithms  for  simple  operations such as picture in picture and 
text  overlay 1221. However,  border  boxes  are used along the 
overlap boundary to  cover  some artifacts. 

This  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  Section I1 includes re- 
view of MC-DCT  compression  systems and some  terminology 
definitions. We derive  the  proposcd  DCT-domain  manipulatioll 
algorithms in Section 111. We explain  the difficulties for  video 
manipulation  in  the MC domain and propose  some  techniques 
to reduce  computations o f  MC recalculation in Section IV. 
Manipulation of MC-DCT  compressed  video  in  the  transform 
domain is proposcd in Section V. Performance  analysis is 
presented in Section VI. 

11. BACKGROUND AND DOMAIN DEFTNITIONS 

Fig. 2 shows the  block diagram  for  hybrid  compression 
systems  based on the  MC-DCT algorithm.  Input  images 
arc  segmented  into small blocks,  each of which is motion 
compensated and transformed  into J X T  coefficients. The 
motion  estimation (ME) procedure  finds  the optimal reference 
block from  the  previous  frame  and  also  outputs  the  motion 
vector,  The  DCT  coefficients  are  quantized  and then run- 
length coded  (RLC) to remove  redundancc in  long sequences 
of zeroes. In addition,  the  statistically-based  variable-length 
code (VLC). such as the  Huffman code  or  arithmetic  code 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram  for hybrid MC-DCT based comprehhn systems. ME: 
Motion  Estimation, FM: Frame Memory,  VLC: Variable Length  Code. 

[24], is applied  to  exploit any remaining  data  redundancy. For 
compression  systems using intra-frame  coding  only,  the  ME 
block is not  needed. 

In this paper, we  use the spatial domain  to  refer  to  the 
raw pixel  data  format  before  encoding or after  decoding. 
Sometimes  for  the  purpose of contrast. we also refer  to it 
as the uncompressed domain.  The /ICY’ or DCT-compressed 
damain  refers to  the quantized DCT coefficients,’  which can 
be obtained  after the inverse  quantizer i n  the decoder of Fig. 
2. Note that  a  video  signal can  be transformed  into  the  DCT 
domain  either by applying the DCT on raw image  data or by 
partially  decoding the interframe MC-DCT encoded  video,  as 
will  be  described later. Through  the  context. we will  also use 
the “transform” domain to refer to  the frequency  domain of 
general  orthogonal  transforms, such as DST,  DFT, and DCT. 

The MC or MC-compresd  domain  refers to the  encoded 
data  format  after  the MC algorithm. Basic componcnts in  the 
MC domain  include  the motion vectors (2) and the  prediction 
errors ( S ) ,  as shown in Fig. 2. The MC-l)C/~-cclm/~ressed or 
MC-DCT domain  refers to the  hybrid  interframe  encoded 
format  shown  in Fig. 2. It contains  the motion vectors and 
the  DCT  coefficients of the  prediction  errors. 

111. VIDEO MANIPULATION IN THC DCT DOMAIN 

We describe  one set  of video  manipulation 
primitives-overlap, scaling,  translation,  linear filtering, 
rotation, and pixel-multiplication,  and  their  DCT-domain 
equivalents  in  this  section.  Most  video  services  require only 
a subset of these  primitives. 

A .  Overlap 
Opaque  overlapping of two  video  objects  requires  substi- 

tuting  pixels of the  forcground  video  object  for those of the 
background  object. Semitransparent  overlapping requires  a 
linear  combination of the foreground and background  pixels, 
l.e., 

where I’,,c,6.j Pa.  Pt,, and u are new pixels,  foreground  pixcls, 
background  pixels,  and  the  transparency  factor [30]. Since it’s 

2Without othcrwisc specified, we mwmc the  transform  coefficients are 
by default q u a n t i d .  s u  that we can take  advantage o f  thc fact that many 
coefficients are truncated 10 ~ c r o  a k r  quantmtlon. 
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a linear operation, we can apply the same  technique  in the 
DCT domain, i.e.. 

DCT(P,,,,) = ( 1 .  DCT(P,) + (I - ( 2 ) .  DCT(Pb) ( 2 )  

where P represents the blockwise  data  format  in  DCT. 

6. Pixel Multiplication 
If the C Y  coefficients vary from pixel to pixel, semitranspar- 

ent overlapping becomes a pixelwise operation, i.e., 

This operation involves a basic operation called pixel- 
rnultiplicurion, i.e., 

Pixel-multiplication is also required in situations like  subtitling 
(adding text on  top of an image),  anti-aliasing  (removing 
the jagged artifacts along the boundaries of irregularly-shaped 
video objects), and special-effect masking (for special graphic 
patterns). To compute the pixel-wise multiplication in the DCT 
domain; we derive a multiplication-convolution relationship 
for the DCT similar to that for the DFT, except that the order 
lor the convolution is increased to 2 . N points. We leave the 
proof  in 171 and present the final result here. Similar  symmetric 
convolution routines were studied in 1361 independently. 

Suppose X ,  is the DCT of image block X .  First, we  form 
an  extended symmetrical version of the DCI' coefficients as 
shown  at the bottom  of the page.  Then. the 2-D multiplication- 
convolution theorem can be described as follows. 

If 

then 

tr(k) = 
1 k E [ - N ,  1v - 11 
- 1 otherwise 

For convenience we use the notation ( (n))2hr to denote (n 
modulo 2N). I f  we ignore the TY term,  the  above equation 
is equivalent to a 2-D 2N-point  circular  convolution. In 
other words, we expand the N x N DCT coefficients of  an 

3 

image block to an extended  symmetric 2 N  x 2 N  block.  The 
pixel-wisc multiplication of two  image blocks in the spatial 
domain comesponds t o  the two-dimensional  PN-point  circular 
convolution-like operation of the extended  blocks in the DCT 
domain. 

C Trunslation (Blockwise and Pixelwise) 

In a video scene containing multiple video objects, as in 
the case of multi-source  video  conferencing, users may  want 
to move  each video object around flexibly. Wc rcfcr to this 
general position control operation as trunslatiou. Two types of 
translation :should  be considered separately-blockwise  (i.e., 
fixed block boundary positions) and pixelwise (i.e., arbitrary 
positions). If we restrict both the horizontal and  vertical 
translation (distance to be an integral multiple of the block 
width, then the DCT coefficients are always aligned with the 
same block structure. (By block structure, we refer to the grid 
lines used to segment the images  into small bocks.) Moving 
a video  object around requires updating the origin point of 
the video  object  only. Aforementioned manipulation functions 
such as overlapping  and pixel multiplication can be  performed 
in the DCT domain as described if the block structures of input 
video  objects are aligned. 

However.  if  we allow translation by  an arbitrary numbcr of 
pixels. the block structures of the input video objects  could be 
mismatched. Fig. 3 illustrates mismatched  block structures of 
objects A and E. In the spatial domain, this mismatch problem 
is easy to solve. In the transform domain.  due to the rigid block 
structurc, it is no longer a trivial issue. Suppose we  want to 
composite  object A and  object B as shown in Fig. 3 and we 
choose the block structure of object A as the final reference 
block structure. Therefore, we  need to resegment  object B 
with  respecl to the block structure of objcct A .  A new image 
block of object E, say B'. contains contributions from  four 
original neighboring blocks (B l  - &), namely the lower-left 
corner (B121) of block D l >  the lower-right  comer (Bz4) of 
block Bz, the upper-right comer (HL31)  of block BJ. and the 
upper-left comer ( B A ~ )  of  block BJ .  We supplement these 
four contributions with zeroes as illustrated in  Fig. 3 to form 
N pixels by N pixcls image blocks. Then, the new block can 
be calculated as 

B' = B13 + B24 + BJI + B;iz. (6) 

The  same method cannot  be  applied  in the DCT  domain. We 
cannot simply assemble  four  subblocks  lrom the original DCT 

where 

C ( k l .  k z )  = c' 7j k 1 = k z = O  

1 otherwise 
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Rg. 3. Re-msembling the image  blocks of video object B based on a 
new block structure, which  mismdlches object B ' s  original block smc- 
Lure. Atter realignment, a new image block. B',  consists of contributions 
( B I ~ .  B z 4 ,  8 3 1 ,  and B ~ z )  from four original neighboring blocks (BlB4). 

blocks to form the DCT of the  new block.  Instead,  it  should 
be  calculated as 

Therefore, if  we can find the  relationship  betwecn  the  DCT 
of subblocks ( 8 1 3 B 4 2 )  and the  DCT of the  original  blocks 
(BIB,),  then we  can calculate  the  DCT of the  new block 
directly  from  the  DCT of the  original  blocks. In other  words, 
the conversion  processes  back and forth between  the  DCT 
domain  and the spatial  domain  can be eliminated. Kou and 
Fjallbrant  [18],  proposed an algorithm  to  compute  the  DCT 
of a signal block from  two  original  adjacent  blocks  when  the 
overlap  length is one half of the  block size. However,  the 
complexity  becomes  quite  high  for an arbitrary  overlap  length. 
Here, we propose  a  direct  computation  method  applicable to 
any  arbitrary  overlapping  length. 

Fig 4 shows a mathematical model for  obtaining a subblock 
from an original  block (e.g., B42 from B4) in the spatial 
domain.  Note  that  the  upper-left  corner of B4 is  extracted, 
supplemented by zeroes, and moved to the  lower-right  comer, 
as required in Fig. 3. A matrix-form  equation for this subblock 
extraction  procedure is 

where  and 1, are identity  matrices with size h x h and 
w x t u ,  respectively; h, and w are the  number of rows and 
columns  extracted. As shown  in  Fig. 4, multiplying B4 with a 
prematrix H I  extracts  the first h rows and  translates them  to 
the bottom;  multiplying Bq with  a  postmatrix Hz extracts the 
first 'ILI columns  and  translates them to the right. 

Fig. 4. Using matrix multiplication to extract a subblock and translate it to 
the oppoaite corner. 

It can be shown that all unitary orthogonal  transforms  such 
as  the DCT  are  distributive to matrix  multiplication 1151, i.e., 

DCT(AB)=DCT(A)DCT(B). (9) 

IJsing this property, we can  compute the DCT of Uq2 directly 
from  the  DCT of B4. Le., 

DCT(R47) = DCT(H,)DCT(B,)DCT(Hz). (10) 

Summing all contributions  from  four  corners, we can  obtain 
the  DCT  coefficients  of the  new  block B' directly from the 
DCT of old  blocks BIB4. In other  words, 

The DCT of Hi1 and Hi2 can bc precomputed  and  stored in 
memory. With a block width  equal  to N ,  only 2 . N - 2  matrices 
need  to  be stored.  Given  DCT of B, and HZJ, ( I  1) can  be 
implemented by matrix  multiplications. The required  compu- 
tation  can be reduced by using sparsc  matrix  multiplication 
techniques  since  many  DCT  coefficients  are  zeroes.  Detailed 
complexity  analysis will  be presented in Section VI-A. 

D. Linear Filtering 
Two-dimensional  separable lznearfillering can also be done 

in the  DCT  domain [5], [9]. 1211. [29].  Linear filtering of 
images  in the horizontal  direction  can be achieved by multi- 
plications with postmatrices 

Y = CXiHi 

where Xi is the input  image  block, H, is  the filter coefficients 
represented in the  block  form, and Y is the  output  image block. 
Each  output  image  block  has  contributions from several  input 
blocks.  The  number of contributing  input  blocks  depends  on 
the  length of the filter kernel.  Since  the  DCT  algorithm is 
distributive  to  matrix  multiplication, we can  calculate DCT(Y) 
in the  following  way: 

DCT(Y) = CDCT (xL) DCT ( H J .  (13) 

Similarly,  image filtering in the vertical direction  can be 
achieved by multiplication  with  prematrices.  Detailed  deriva- 
tion of the  transform-domain filtering algorithm  can be found 
in 171, 1211. 
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E. Scaling 

Another  important  image  manipulation  technique is scaling. 
Each  pixel in  the final scaled  image  is  a  linear  combination of 
several  neighboring  pixels in  the original  image  [12].  Thus, it 
can be treated  in  a way similar  to  linear filtering. For example, 
if  we use  the simple  box  area  averaging  method to implement 
the  1/2x  1/2  down  scaling  operation  [34],  a new block  can 
be computed as H11311W1+H2B21Wl+HlB12W2+H2B22W2 
where B, are the  original  neighboring  blocks, Hi are  the 
vertical  scaling  matrices,  and W; are the horizontal  scaling 
matrices. For examplc, 

r0.5 0.5 0 0 1 

Lo 0 0 0 1 

for  a block width of 4 pixels.  The  same  linear  operations  can 
be  performed in the  DCT  domain  as  described  above. 

F. Other  Manipulation  Functions 

In addition  to  the  above  operations, rotation and shearing 
are  also  useful in creating visual special  effects.  Strictly 
speaking, both these  two  operations  are  linear  geometrical 
transformations and should  have  equivalent  counterparts in 
the transfoml  domain. Fur example. the horizontal  shearing 
can bc implcmented as 

Y = cw,xs, 
L 

where X is the  input  image  block. W; extracts  the ith row  and 
supplements  the  remaining  rows with zeros, and 5’; performs 
the  horizontal  1-D  shifting  and  interpolation LIZ], [38]. Again, 
applying the distributive  property of DCT, we can  derive the 
shearing  algorithm in the  DCT  domain. For rotation,  a  typical 
implementation is based on  a  column-rcserving  shearing and 
a  row-reserving  shearing,  plus  some  appropriate  scaling 1121. 
Thus, based on the  derived  DCT-domain  scaling and DCT- 
domain  shearing, the DCT-domain  rotation  algorithm can be 
derived as well.  However, for such complicated  operations as 
rotation,  the  matrix  structure  in  the DCT domain  could  become 
too  cumbersome and  thus their  DCT-domain  algorithms may 
not be attractive, compared  to  the  conventional  spatial-domain 
approach. 

Iv .  MANIPULATION OF MC-COMPRESSED VIDEO 

Video signals in  the MC-compressed  domain  consist of 
two  components:  motion  vector (d ) ,  and prediction  crror ( e ) .  
denoted  as the MC datu. Given  the  MC  data of input  video 
streams, it would be desirable to compute  the  MC  data of the 
output  video of the manipulation  functions  directly  in  the  MC 
domain  without  any  decoding.  Unfortunately, the MC algo- 
rithm does not have the same  linear and orthogonal property as 

directly affected area 
( d - m  pixels) 

Foreground 
Object  indirectly  affected area 

ackground 
Object 

Pig. 5 .  An example showing the problem with video cornpositing directly 
in the MC domain. d m a x  IS the I I I ~ X I I ~ U ~  search distance. 

that for the tlansform  algorithms  discusscd  above,  thus  making 
the MC-domain  video  manipulation  impossible. I n  thib section, 
we illustrate this obstacle by using two  examples:  overlapping 
and scaling.  Given the MC  data of the  input  video  streams, 
we need to convert  them back to the  uncompressed  domain 
before any manipulations.  Recalculation of the MC  data is 
required if the output  video  needs to be encoded in the MC 
format  again. In order to avoid the intensive  computations 
involved in the MC data reculculatiun process. we propose an 
inference pr;incipIp to calculate  the new motion  vcctor with 
minimal  computations. 

A. Obstacles fu r  Video  Munipulution in the MC Domain 

big. 5 shows overlapping of two  video  objects.  Assume 
both  the  foreground and background  objects  are  MC-encoded 
and  their block structures  are  aligned.  The MC data of the 
foreground  object  can be kept in the composited  video  since 
it is not affected by the background  object.  However,  part of 
the  background  objcct is obscured by the  foreground  object. 
We need to consider  two  different  areas of the background 
object separately-the directlv  affected area (DAA) and  the 
indirectly  aflected area (IAA).  The  difference has to  do  with 
the seurch awu’ in  the MC algorithm. In the DAA, part of its 
search  area is replaced by the  foreground  object. If the  motion 
vector is from the obscured  area, the original  prediction block 
is destroyed.  The  MC  data thus becomes  invalid and  needs 
to be recalculated. In the  IAA,  though the search  area is  not 
overlapped by the  foreground  object,  the  MC  data may still 
need to  be .recalculated  since its prediction  block  could be 
modified thmugh error propagation. In other  words,  the  MC 
data of the  composited  video  cannot  be  directly  obtained  from 
the  MC data of the  input  video  streams. Both the  foreground 
and background  video  need  to be fully  decoded so that  new 
MC  data  can be calculated. 

Another  example is down scaling. Suppose  every  four 
original  image  blocks  are  scaled  down  to  one new image block. 
The  motion  vectors of these  four  original  blocks in general  are 
different.  Although  the new motion  vector can be inferred  from 
the original  four motion vectors,  decoded  images still need  to 
be reconstructed so that  the  correct  prediction  errors  can be 
recalculated. 

R. Simpl@cation of MC Data Recalculation 

As discusscd  above, all MC-encoded video  needs to be 
decoded first so that the new  MC data of the composited  video 

prediction block. is searched. 
’The search area is the  area  in  the previous frame where the  optinla1 
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can be calculated. But the  MC  process is  very computation- 
intensive. In order to keep  low-cost  manipulations of MC- 
coded  video  feasible, we propose  some  techniques  here to 
simplify  the  indispensable  MC  recalculation.  The first ap- 
proach is to  reduce  the  frequency of MC  recalculation.  The 
second  approach  is  to  minimize the computations  associated 
with  the ME  process, by inferring the  new motion  vectors  from 
the original  input  motion  vectors. We will use  the  overlap 
example in Fig. 5 to  verify the  effectiveness of these  two 
approaches.  The  underlying  concept  can be applied to other 
situations as well. For example, new  motion vectors  can be 
interpolated  from  old  motion  vectors in the  down  scaling 
scenario  mentioned  above. 

Approach /-Reducing the  Frequency  ofRecnlculation:  The 
first principle [or simplifying  the  MC  recalculation  process is 
to reduce  the  number of image  blocks  requiring  MC  recalcula- 
tion. For example. in the opaque  overlapping  situation in Fig. 
5,  we  can assume  that  only  image  blocks in the DAA may  need 
recalculation of the motion vector. If the motion vector  comes 
from  the  foreground  area,  then the original  prediction block is 
obscured and a new  motion vector is needed.  Our  experiments 
of some test sequences  show  that only 5-15% of the  directly 
affected  blocks  requirc  MC  recalculation [4]. Compared  to 
blind  recalculation of every block in  the  background  object, the 
frequency of MC  recalculation  is  greatly  reduced. Of course, 
this number  varies with video  sequences  and  depends on the 
specific  manipulation  scenario  as  wcll. 

Approach /I-Obtuining New Motion Vectors by Inference: 
To further  reduce  the  computation  cost  associated with  the MC 
recalculation, we  apply the  second principle-inJerrirrg new 
motion vectorsfrom the old ones. Our  objective is to  simplify 
the ME procedure,  which is the  most  computation-demanding 
process  in  the MC algorithm. 

To reduce  the  computational  complexity o f  ME, Jain and 
Jain [ 141 have  proposed  a  two-dimensional binary search 
approach by assuming  that  the block distnrtion  funclion is 
monotonically  increasing  along  the  horizontal or vertical di- 
rection whcn the  search  position  moves away from the optimal 
prediction  point.  For  the  overlap  scenario  considered. if we 
adopt  the  same  assumption, we can  reduce  the  number of 
search  positions to two only.  Fig. 6 shows the spatial  relations 
of these  search  positions  where B represents  the  current  block, 
D the  optimal  prediction  point, and Dl, D2 the crossing  points 
when  the search  position  moves  away  from D horizontally 
and vertically  respectively.  Jain  and  Jain’s  assumption  assures 
that any search  position to the  right of Dl has a  larger 
distortion than DL,  and any  search position lower than Dz 
has a larger  distortion than Dz. So, if  we assume  that  the  new 
optimal  prediction  location is still from the background  object, 
then either Dl or DZ should  have  the  minimal  distortion and 
should be the  ncw optimal  prediction.  Compared  to the full- 
search ME (which needs ( 2 .  d-maxf I ) 2  search  positions),  the 
computational  complexity is  much lower. 

Impclcl on Video  Qutzlity: Whenever  MC  recalculation (in- 
cluding  quantization) is performed,  video  quality will  be 
further  degraded  even the full-search ME is used.  This  issue 
is very similar  to the error  accumulation  issuc in repetitive 
coding of video signals [37]. In the overlap  sccnario of Fig. 5,  

Fig. 6. Reducing the  number of Fearch posiiinnq to two hy using Jain  and 
Jain’s assumption. B I S  the location of the  current image block. D is the 
optlmal reference location. The  shaded area represents the search  area. 

the average  SNR  among  the  directly  affected  blocks which 
require MC recalculation is decreased by 2.88-5.45 dB if 
the  full-search ME is used. This  quality loss depends  on the 
image  content and  the distribution of the distortion  function. 
The  additional SNR loss due to our  proposed  two-point ME 
procedure is usually  small  (within 1 dB).  Significant  loss 
occurs  in very few  frames,  where  the  assumprion  about the 
monotonic  distribution of the  distortion  function  does  not  seem 
to hold. 

It is  worth  mentioning  that  there is also  quality  degradation 
for  background  pixels  outside  the  directly  affceted  area. For 
these  pixels. we can  reasonably  assume  their  motion  vectors 
are  unchanged.  But  their  prcdiction  errors may need  to  be 
updated  because  their  prediction  blocks in the  previous  frame 
may be located  inside  the DAA and nccd to  bc recalculated. 
The  change of prediction  values will propagate  to  more  outside 
area  as the  video sequence  proceeds.  Our  simulations  show 
the  average SNK loss anlong pixels  affected by the  error 
propagation  effect  rangcs  from 2.38 to 6.19 dB.  The  percentage 
ol background  pixels  affected by this error  propagation  effect 
remains low  in our test, though in reality it could vary  with 
different  video  streams.  Some  sparse  spots with significant 
SNR loss are  visually  noticeable. We have  proposed  techniques 
to partially  rectiry the error  propagation  problem by updating 
the prediction  errors only, without  recalculating  thc  motion 
vectors [4]. These  techniques  are  proved  to be effective in 
removing  abrupt  severe  quality  loss in many frames. 

V. MANIPULATION OF MC-DCT COMPRESSED VIDEO 

The  obstacles  preventing  the  MC-domain  video  manipu- 
lation  also  exist  for  the MC-DCT encoded video.  In order 
to keep  the  benefits of the  compressed-domain  video ma- 
nipulation, we propose  to  keep the video  signals as much 
in the  compressed  form as possible. In specific, we propose 
to partially  decode  the MC-DCT video to  the DCT domain 
first, and  then perform  desired  manipulations in  the DCT 
domain.  One  potential problem  with  this approach is that 
conventional  MC-DCT  decoding first dccodes  the DCT part 
and  then the MC part. ‘The nonlinear MC is at  the bottom of 
the  compression  stack. Our solution is to  swap the order of the 
decoding  stack,  namely,  inverse MC first.  then inverse DCT. 
Notc  that  the  encoding stack doesn’t have to change,  meaning 
that regular  MC-DCT  encoders can be used. Fig. 7 illustrates 
the proposed  transformdomain  manipulation  system. 
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n 

(multiple inputs) 

Fig. 7. Manipularion of MC-DCT  compressed  video  in the 
The output video is MC-DCT  encoded as well. 

DCT domain. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the  decoding  process  for MC-DCT 
video  can be described  as 

P,,,(t, L> ;y) = DCTpl(DCT(e(t: L.  g))) 
+P,,,(t - 1.  z - d,, y - d y )  (16) 

where P,,,. is the  reconstructed  image, e is the  prediction  error, 
and d is the  motion vector. We ship  quantization of DCT(e) for 
simplicity  here. With simple  reordering, we can  rewrite it as 

D C T ( P r d t .  2, v ) )  
= DCT ( e ( t ,  : E ,  y)) 

+ DCT(Pr,,(l. - 1! X - - dy)). (17) 

Now,  the inverse  MC is performed  before  the  inverse DCT. In 
other  words,  the  inverse MC is  performed in the DCT domain, 
dcnotcd as ( M C D )  in  Fig. 7. The  (MCDj-'  procedure 
first locates  the  optimal  reference block  in the  previous  frame 
(by  using the received motion vector) and then  adds  the 
DCT of the  reconstructed  optimal  reference block to  the  DCT 
of the  prediction errors. By doing so, the received  video is 
reconstructed in the  DCT  domain. 

However, the DCT of the  optimal  reference  block may  not 
be immediately  available. In general,  the  motion  vector of 
each  block is an  arbitrary  number of pixels.  Therefore,  the 
optimal  reference block generally  overlaps with four  blocks, 
whose  DCT  coefficients  are  already  available.  The  situation 
i r  the  same as that  for the pixelwise  translation  discussed in 
Section 111-C.  In both  places, we need  to  calculate the DCT of 
a new arbitrary-position block from  the  DCT of four original 
neighboring  blocks.  Therefore,  the  same  formula  in (1  1) can  be 
used here to obtain the DCT of the  optimal  prediction  block, 
Le., DCT(P,.,,(t - 1, z - d,: y ~ &)). 

The  same  approach  can be  used  in the  forward MC as well 
when the  manipulation  output  needs to he MC encoded again 
The DCT of the  prediction  error  can be calculatcd  as 

DCT(e(t. x ,  y)) = DCT(Prec(t. x, y)) 
- DCT(P,,,(t - 1, :C - dk :  ?/ - dk ) )  

(18) 

where d' is the new  motion vector  for  the  output video 
sequence. 

If the  motion  vectors are zero  (as in DPCM  interframe 
coding)  or  integral  multiples of the  block  width,  the block 
structure  alignment  procedure  is not needed,  and motion 
compensation in the  DCT  domain  requires  simple  additions 
only,  as in the spatial  domain. Tf only  one motion vector 

component (d, or d,) is zero  or  integral  multiples of the block 
width,  the DCT coefficients of  the  new  block can  be  computed 
from  the  DCT  coefficients of two  original  overlapping  blocks, 
instead of four. 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSES 
We analyze  performance of the  proposed transfom- 

domain  video  manipulation  techniques both analytically and 
numerically in this section. Two major  performance  factors 
considered  are computationul complexity and video quality. 
Other  considerations  such as hardware  implementation  are  also 
briefly discussed.  Numerical  simulations  are  done by non-real- 
time software  prototyping.  Three  different test sccnarios  are 
considered.  Scene I is the  scenario with multiple  small  inputs 
and a  large output display, a5 shown  in Fig. I .  Input  videos are 
down scaled,  translated, and  then composited  together.  Scene 
2 has  multiple  input  videos  and an output  display of  the same 
size as the Input.  Every input video object  needs to be scaled 
down in this  case.  Scene 3 represents the picture-in-picture 
scenario.  One input  video is scaled down  and overlapped 
on top of another  video  stream,  which  does  not  require  any 
scale  change. Video sequences used are  head-and-shoulder 
images. We consider the case  where  both  input and output  are 
MC-DCT encoded.  Different  quantization  tables  are  tested, 
including  those listed in the JPEG and MPEG  standardx 

A. Computational Complexi@ 

The  computational  complexity of the transform-domain 
video manipulation  techniques  strongly  depends on thc  number 
of zero  DCT  coefficients, which in turn depends on the 
compression ratt:  of  the input  video.  When  the MC algorithm 
is included,  the  complexity also significantly  depends  on  the 
motion vector  distribution. As far  as  manipulation  functions 
are  concerned, in general,  blockwise  operations  benefit more 
from the transform-domain  approach,  compared to the pixel- 
wise  operations. But since  the  decodingkoding  conversion is 
avoided,  the  DCT-domain  approach may still provide  a  net 
efficiency  gain  for many cases  involving  pixel-wise  operations. 

In Table I, we list the  number of multiplications and 
additions  required in each  major  operation. such as the  DCT, 
DCT-', MCD, MCD-I,  pixelwise  translation,  scaling.  quanti- 
zation, and inverse  quantization.  Interested  readers  are  referred 
to [7] for  detailed  derivations. An important  property we 
assume in deriving  the  complcxity  is  that  the  run-length- 
code (RLC:I of the  quantized  DCT  coefficients can indicate 
the location5 of the non-zero DCT coefficients so that  the 
redundant  operations  associated  with  zero  coefficients  can be 
skipped. In addition, we exploit  optimization in  spare  matrix 
multiplication, which is thc  basic  computation  module in  var- 
ious  transform-domain  manipulation  functions. such as linear 
filtering and translation. A straightforward  implementation of 
matrix mull:iplication, A.P.B  (where A and B arc N x N 
matrices, and P represents an N pixels by N pixels  image 
block),  requires 2 . N 3  multiplications  and 2 . ( N  ~ 1) . N 2  

additions.  Based on some  assumptions of the  nonzero DCT 
coefficient  distribution  and  optimization  techniques  for  sparse 
matrix  multiplication.  the  same  operation  needs ( I  / p + l  /,/i?). 
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I I ou.ntiza,ion I 1  I o  I 
a Norauons: 

a2 the~n(8gc0fim~gcblocksah~chnccdblockboundaryadlurUncntinbathdircetions,i~., 

El the pcrcsn&c of image block9 whlehnccd block boundary adluslmcnr tn 0111yme direction. 

N thc block widrh!8 in ourcxptmcnbl. 

both d. a d  d BTC mt inlend mul(lples of the block LZC 

I c ,only onc of dx and $is an tnlsgral mull~ple of the block m e .  

b We use the teat DCT Llgonthm ut Chen & Smith ( 8 ) .  I f  we use the 2N-point FFI approach, thc 
campuralonalcomplcx~ly  wtll bc doubled. 

N 3  multiplications and (1/b + l/G) . !V" additions  only 
where ,O is the compression rate4 of the  input  image.  Since 
matrix  multiplication is the basic  building  block  in  many  DCT- 
domain  operations,  many  complexity  figures in Table I are 
closely  related to the  above  formula. 

Table I shows that  the  MCD  (MCD-')  operation  has  the 
highest  computational  complexity.  This is due to the need 
of  block structure  alignment  in  both  directions. If one of the 
motion  vector  components  is an integral  multiple of the  block 
width, then the  associated  computation  can be reduced,  as 
discussed in Section V. The  overall  computations  required  for 
MCD depends on the  non-zero  motion  vector  percentage, a1 

and u2 (defined in Table I). Typical  values of ( ~ 2 ,  (61)  are 
shown in Fig. 8. The  composited  scenes  usually have lower 
(ua, ( x I )  values  than  input  video  signals  due  to  the  involved 
down-scaling  operations.  The  compression  ratio (/?) Is about 
7-8 for the salesman  sequence, 20 for  the  Miss USA sequence 
(high-compression  ratio  due to its flat background), and 7-9 
for  the  cornposited  sequence. 

Pixelwise  translation in the  DCT  domain  also  requires block 
structure  adjustment  in  hoth  directions. But since  some  matrix 
multiplicati~ns can be shared, its complexity  is  lower than 
that of MCD.  The  scaling  operation,  like  linear filtering, can 
be implemented by multiplications  with  a  prematrix  and  a 
postmatrix in the  DCT  domain. In general,  the  DCT-domain 
scaling  operation  has a lower  computational  complexity than 
MCD and pixelwise  translation.  Also,  the 1/3x 113 down 

4Strictly  speaking, p defined here is the ratio belween the  total  number 
of the DCT coefficients and the number of nonzero DCT coeflicients. It's 
more or less proportional to the commonly used compression ratio. We use 
them inlerchangeably in the context,  except in the detailed calculation of 
computational currlplenity. 

SO 
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(b ) 
Fig. 8. Experimental results of nonzero motion vectors, w .  o I are defined 
in Table I, ao = 1 - 02 - " I .  

scaling  in  the DCT domain  requires  a little bit  less  computation 
than 1/2x 1M down scaling  because  more  image  blocks  share 
the  same  matrix  multiplication. 

For the  spatial-domain  operations,  the  major  computations 
are  from  the  coding/decoding  conversion, i.e., the DCT and 
its inverse.  Chen's  fast  algorithm [8] has  a  complexity of 
2.1og~ N - 3 + 8 / M  multiplications  per  pixel, which is about 
onc half  of that using the  2N-point FFT [lo]. There  have 
been  many  new fast DCT computation  methods  reported in 
the litcrature [3], [27], [ZO]. hut all have  a  similar  complexity 
order.  The  spatial-domain 1/2x 1/2 down  scaling  operation 
needs 1/4 multiplication per pixel. ( i c ,  Pn,.u,=(P1l + PI, + 
4 1  +P22)/4 by using  the  simple  box  area  averaging  algorithm 
described  in 1341). It becomes 1/9 multiplication  per  pixel for 
1/3x 1/3 down  scaling. 

One interesting  note is that the  major  component for the 
transform-domain  operations  increases  linearly with  the  block 
width N whle it increases with  the order of log2 N for 
the spatial-domain  approach  (although when the  block  size 
increases,  the  image  compression  ratios may change  as well.) 
Therefore,  the  transform-domain  approach is more  suitable  for 
cases using a small block size, which is usually  true in image 
compression. 

Simulation Results: Comparison of computational  com- 
plexity  for  three test scenarios  are  shown in Table 11. 
Manipulation  features  demonstrated  here  include  overlapping, 
scaling with  various  factors, and block-wise translalion. 
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TABLE I1 
COMPARISON OF COMPWATIONAL  COMPLEXITY FOR MC-DCT CODED VIDEO 

MANIf'cLATlONS (THE DCT DOMAIN VERSUS  THE  SPATIAL  DOhlAIN) 

Spatial Domain DCT D o w n  

57 57 add 3896srw (148) 

23 39 add 

TABLE I11 
COMPARISON OF COMPUIXI'IOUL  COMPLEXITY bOR DCT-CODED VIDEO 

MANIPULATIONS (WITHOUTMC) (THE DCT DOMAIN VCRSIS THE SP4TIAI. DOMAIN) 

I I  U oplpixel I x op.ip1xel I 

I Sccnc 3 I 13 41 mul. 20.39 add I 3.3 mu1 (4.06). 2.89 add (7.06) I 

Compression  characteristics such as 0, ~ 2 .  cy1 are  collected 
through  simulations  and  substituted  into the analytical 
formulae in Table I. Results  show that for  these  scenarios 
(with  both  input and output MC-DCT compressed), the DCT- 
domain  approach is faster than  the spatial-domain  approach 
by about 10% to 30%. We also  compare  the  speed o f  the 
software  implementations.  The  CPU  time  reported in  Table I1 
approximately  confirms the above  speedup by using  the DCT- 
domain  approach.  However,  note  that we assume  translations 
in  these  scenarios  are all blockwise. If pixelwise  translation is 
allowed, then  the DCT-domain  approach will suffer  from 
the overhead of block structure  alignment. One  trick  to 
minimize the overhead of pixelwise  translations is to perform 
downscaling  before  translation, if size  reduction is needed. 
Thus,  the  relative  complexity  contribution  from  pixelwise 
translation  can be reduced. 

If the  original  input  videos  are  compressed  without the 
MC  algorithm, namely DCT-encoded only as in the JPEG or 
Motion JPEG standards, the computational  speedup by using 
the DCT-domain  approach will increase  significantly  since the 
complicated  MCD  process is not required. Table I11 shows 
computational  complexity for the case  where  only  DCT  coding 
(without  MC) is used. The  net  computational  speedup  factor 
ranges  from 3 to 6. 

E.  Image Quality 

One would think  that  since  the  DCT-domain  approach  does 
not  need a  second  coding  pass  after  manipulation,  the  video 
quality  should be better  than  that of the  spatial-domain  ap- 
proach.  However, this is not  true in general.  The  DCT-domain 
manipulation  algorithms  are  mathematically  equivalent  to  their 
counterparts in the  spatial  domain.  Even we keep all operations 
i n  the DCT domain, the final DCT  cocfficicnts still need to be 

TABLE IV  
IMPACT OF VIDEO MANIPULATNJ~ ON VIDEU QUALII Y ( I  ~ t .  
DCT-DOMAIN APPROACH VEKSUS ' I H ~  SPATIAL DOMAIN)"  

After the 2nd coding 
After Manplation 

Cornpositing . -  . -  
Sccw l 

29 5 dB (4 .2 dB) 29 5 dB (-1.2 dB) 30.7 dB Scene 3 

26.3 dB (-84 dB) 270dB(.7.7dB) 34.7  dB S E C X  2 

28.5 dB (-3.0 C U I )  28 8 dB (-27bdB) 31.5 dB 

-~ 

quantized.  Therefore, the quality  degradation  suffered in the 
second  quantization still applies to the DCT-domain  approach. 

The  second  quantization will introduce  quality  degrada- 
tion whenever the image  content is modified (e.g..  scaled or 
filtered) in the intermediate  operations between two  coding 
passes.  This  problem is dcscribed  as the errur accumulation 
problem in  multipass  image  coding [37]. 'Table 1V shows  the 
SNR  values of reconstructed  videos  bcfore and after  the  second 
coding  process.  The  extent of quality  degradation depend5 o n  
the manipulation  functions  between  two  coding  passes. For 
example,  modification of image  content i n  Scene 2 is more 
dramatic than  that  in Scene 3. Therefore,  the  SNR loss caused 
by re-coding is much larger in Scene 2 (7.7 dB) than in  Scene 
3 (1.2 dB). 

In our implementations, the DCT-domain apprtmh suffers 
an additional  minor  quality  degradation  due  to  the need of 
thresholding  DCT  coefficients  after each intermediate ma- 
nipulation.  The  thresholding  process is used  to reconstruct 
the  RLC  structure of the D C I  coefficients, which  would 
be destroyed in each  intermediate  manipulation.  The RLC 
structure is important  because it can indicate the positions 
of the  nonzero  DCT  coefficients so that  redundant  compu- 
tations  can  be  skipped. From Table IV, we  can see  that this 
additional  quality  degradation is very minor.  about 0-0.7 dB. 
Our  simulations  show  that  images  obtained both by the  DCT- 
domain  approach and by the spatial-domain  approach  suffer 
some  subjective  quality  degradation  due  to lossy quantization 
twice.  But  therc is no  noticeable  quality  difference  between 
images  reconstructed  froln  these  two  approaches. 

C. Other Con.~ideration.s 

Z) Wurst Case Throughput: The DCT-domain  operations 
produce  variable  throughput, as opposed  to  the  constant 
throughput of the  spatial-domain  approach.  The  higher the 
compression  ratios  and the lower the non7~ro motion vector 
percentages  the  input  videos  have,  the  faster the manipulation 
[unctions  can be executed in the DCT  domain. For real- 
time  implementations which  need to consider the worst  case 
situation, this variable  throughput may  be a shortcoming. But 
in  the DCT  domain, we have  the flexibility to  skip  high-order 
DCT  coefficients  whenever the maximal  processing  delay 
bound is exceeded.  The  image  quality  degradation  can  thus 
be minimized  since  the  high-order  coefficients  are usually  less 
subjectively  important. In essence,  the  amount of nontrivial 
DCT  coefficients  requiring  processing is determined based on 
thc hardwarc  proccssing  capability, as opposcd to thc ratc- 
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based criterion used in the  constant-rate  video  encoders.  The 
relationship  between  the  compression  rates and computational 
complexity  shown  in Table I can  assist  in  allocation of 
required  computing  capacity  when we design  real-time  video 
manipulations. 

2 )  Techniques for Computation Reduction: As we can see 
in  Table I, the  most  complex  operation in the  transform  domain 
is the MCD (MCD-l) algorithm.  This is mainly due  to its 
need of block structure  realignment. We also  notice  that  the 
computational  complexity of  the MCD  algorithm  strongly 
depends  on  the  nonzero motion vector  percentages, i.e., ( 1 2  and 
crl. If ‘12 and a1 are both equal to zero,  the  MCD  algorithm 
can be  easily  implemented by simple  additions.  However. 
with  the  regular  MC  algorithm,  these  percentages  vary  with 
different  video  sequences,  as  shown in Fig. 8. One way  to 
reduce  the  nonzero  motion  vector  percentages is to  modify 
the MC  encoder  to  give  some  preference  to  zero  motion 
vectors.  For  example, we can add a fractional  weighting  factor 
to thc  distortion  associated with the  zero  motion  vector. We 
refer  to this algorithm  as  the weighted MC algorirhrn. Our 
simulations show that if  we set the weighting  factor  associated 
the zero motion vector to 80% the  non-zero  motion  vector 
percentages (aa, a l )  can be greatly  reduced  (from (52% 3%) 
to (30‘%,, 19%) for  “Miss USA’ video,  and from (8% 19%) 
to (6%,7%) for the “salesman”  video).  The SNR values o f  
reconstructed  images using the  weighted  MC  algorithm are 
very close to those using the  regular  MC  algorithm. In terms 
of the  computational  efficiency,  the  weighted MC  can raise 
the  computational  speedup by lo%, to 20%, compared to the 
regular  MC. 

Another  possible  technique  to  reduce  the  computational 
complexity  in  the  DCT  domain is to  combine  a  sequence of 
operations  into a single  operation.  For  cxample,  for MC-DCT 
compressed  videos, we  may  need to  perform F(DCT(e) + 
G(DCT(P,.,J))),  where G represents the MCD-’ operation 
and F represents the scaling  operation.  Since  scaling  is  a 
linear  operation, we  can apply  the  distributive  law to change 
the  above  formula to F(DCT(e))+H(DCT(P,,f)), where H 
represent  the  composite  function F G. The  computations 
associated with function F can  thus be reduced  since it can 
operate  on  a  much  more  sparse  matrix now (DCT(e) versus 
(DCT(e) + G(DCT(P,.,j)))). 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Many  advanced  video  applications  require  manipulations 

of compressed  video. We have  explored  the  freedom of per- 
forming  video  manipulation  in  the  compressed  domain. In 
specific, we have  derived  efficient  algorithms  in  the  transform 
domain  for many useful  video  manipulation  functions  such  as 
overlapping,  translation,  scaling,  pixel  multiplication.  rotation, 
and lincar filtering. These  algorithms c w  be  applied to general 
orthogonal  transforms,  like  DCT,  DFT, and DST.  Compared to 
the spatial-domain  approach which converts  compressed video 
back to  the  spatial  domain  and  manipulates  vidco  data  in the 
spatial  domain, the proposed  transform-domain  approach  can 
increase  the  computation  efficiency, with a  factor  depending on 
the compression  characteristics of the  input  videos. For hybrid 

MC-DCT encoded  video, we have  proposed  a  new  decoding 
algorithm to convert  the  encoded  video  to the DCT  domain and 
perform  manipulation  functions in the  DCT  domain.  This new 
decoding  algorithm  can also be applied to efficient  transcoding 
from MPEG to JPBG. 

We have  derived  the  formulae for estimating  the  com- 
putational  complexity of major  DCT-domain  manipulation 
algorithms. We have  also  evaluated  the  efficiency of the DCT- 
domain  techniques by software  simulations. The DCT-domain 
compositing  approach can reduce  the  required  computations 
by 60’%-75% for  DCT-comprcssed  images  (without MC), 
10%-23% for MC-DCT-compressed images  in  various  sim- 
ulated scenarios  without  complicated  pixel-wise  operations 
(such  as  pixel-wise  translation). If pixel-wise  manipulations 
are  incorporated,  the  efficiency of DCT-domain  operations will 
drop by some  extent,  depending on  the specific manipulation 
scenarios.  Considerations of the recovered  video  quality and 
some  rcal-time  implementation  issues  have been discussed as 
well. 

As shown in this study,  compression  algorithms  have sig- 
nificant  impact on the efficiency of the video  manipulation 
techniques.  Orthogonal  transforms  provide  great flexibility for 
pursuing  manipulation  techniques in the  transform  domain, 
but  nonlinear  coding  algorithms such as MC  do not. The 
close  interplay between the  compression  algorithms and the 
manipulation  tcchniques  strongly  motivates  a  joint  approach 
to  optimal  algorithm  designs  for  video  compression  and  ma- 
nipulation.  For  example, we  may  want  to compromise some 
compression  performance in order to provide  greater flexibility 
in  video  compositing and manipulation  in the compressed 
domain.  Currently, we are  actively  working in this  area. 
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